Your institution’s subscription to PharmacyLibrary includes access to exclusive resources designed to aid teaching today’s student. Available resources include PharmacotherapyFirst answer keys and case tips; downloadable PowerPoint lectures that can be customized; syllabi and course outlines in PDF format; case study answer keys; and faculty-only versions of the Active Learning Exercises.

To access these resources, faculty members should:

1. Go to https://pharmacylibrary.com through your institution
2. Click the link to Sign in to your personal account / Register at the top right of the homepage
3. Sign with your APhA account by clicking the sign in link at the top
   a. If you do not have an existing APhA account, follow the ‘New to APhA’ link to create a new account if you do not have one. (You do not have to be an APhA member to have an account)
   b. After creating your new account, go back to PharmacyLibrary, and sign in using your new credentials
4. Request access to the faculty materials via email: pharmacylibrary@aghanet.org
5. The request will be verified within 72 hours and after verification, your APhA login will give you access to these materials.

Available Faculty Materials:

**PharmacotherapyFirst** – Case study answers; tips on modifying student case; and bonus case with SOAP note and modification tips.

**Active Learning Exercises** – With 256 exercises mapped to Standards 2016, faculty receive exclusive access to:

- Detailed instructions for each exercise
- Teaching pearls
- Assessment rubrics
- Worksheets
Case Study Answer Keys – Answer keys for each case are located in the Supplemental Materials tab for:

The University of Iowa Teaching Cases

- Case Answers
- Pearls on case modification
- Tips on using the cases
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Diabetes Case Studies (with Interprofessional Perspectives)

- Case answers
- Exam questions

Community Pharmacy Practice Case Studies

- Case answers

Physiology Case Studies in Pharmacy

- Case answers

Reference Library Materials:

Essentials of Cultural Competence in Pharmacy Practice

- Syllabus
- PowerPoints for each chapter

Medication Errors, 2nd Edition

- 14 PowerPoint lectures
Pharmacy Ethics

- Instructor Guide including course outline, readings, situational cases, and more.

Spanish for the Pharmacy Professional

- Course syllabus with suggested test questions
- Homework assignments